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ADP, ISM Suggest Another Soft Nonfarm Print 

 ADP payrolls were soft again and ISM non-manufacturing disappointed  

 ADP suggests about 75% odds of another weak nonfarm print… 

 ...that is reinforced by a softer ISM employment subindex 
 

ADP private payrolls, June, 000s SA: 

Actual:  102 

Consensus:  140 

Scotia:  100 

Prior:  41 (revised up from 27) 

 

ISM non-manufacturing, June: 

Actual:  55.1 

Consensus:  56.0 

Scotia:  55.9 

Prior:  56.9 
 

 Nonfarm payrolls face about three-in-four odds of another soft print on 

Friday if ADP can repeat its performance as a solid leading indicator 

after nailing nonfarm expectations the prior month. There are very wide 

confidence intervals surrounding both readings and high uncertainty toward 

their degree of overlap in a particular month which merits caution, but it’s 

worth explaining how a strong nonfarm rebound is statistically improbable. 

 How so? ADP landed at +102k for June (140k consensus) and the prior 

month was revised slightly but immaterially higher to 41k from an initial 

estimate of 27k. The soft tone to the report did not demonstrate any material 

burst of pent-up hiring activity from the prior month’s soft patch. But 

what does it indicate by way of nonfarm risks? 

 Enter the updated accompanying histogram that was originally used ahead of 

the prior nonfarm payrolls report to suggest May’s nonfarm reading would 

also disappoint (here). This time around, rates are less likely to rally if 

nonfarm disappoints relative to what is priced. What it shows is the 

distribution of monthly differences between the initial ADP minus initial 

nonfarm private payroll estimates since October 2012 when ADP revised its 

methodology to more closely follow nonfarm. The methodology behind ADP 

as a payrolls estimate that lines up with nonfarm payrolls based on hard 

payroll data is explained here. 

 What the chart shows is that it is uncommon but not implausible for nonfarm 

to exceed ADP by, say, 60k or more. Only eighteen times out of 80 since 

October 2012 have private nonfarm payroll changes exceeded ADP by 60k or 

more. In other words, there are about 78% odds that nonfarm will land at 

about 160k or lower on Friday. 

 To go even further, for nonfarm to exceed ADP by more than 106,000 

and hence come in at 208k or higher would be unprecedented over the 

period of ADP’s revised methodology since October 2012. 
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 What bolsters this evidence may be the ISM-services employment gauge that fell by 3.1 points to 55.0. There is an 84% 

correlation between the ISM non-manufacturing employment subindex and the monthly change in nonfarm payrolls (see 

second chart). Overall, the ISM reading disappointed expectations with a reading of 55.1 (56 consensus, 56.9 prior) with 

weakness in new orders through the domestic order book and softer employment components reinforcing the headline 

disappointment. 
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